A New Generation of Tire Sensor is here.
Continental’s Gen.2 Tire Mounted Sensor.

Key Features

- Consistent tire pressure and temperature data independent of application or vocation
- Four year battery life – displayed as a percentage to maximize usable life when switching sensors between tires
- Individual tire mileage measurements for evaluating tire cost per mile
- Tire brand agnostic – can be used in any commercial tire
- Tire mounted sensors have been used/sold by Continental for more than a decade
- Full functionality in any weather condition*
- Communication via radio frequency and/or Bluetooth™
- Tread depth measurements compatible for pull point predictions**
- Available pre-installed in tires***

*Operational temperature between -40ºF and 250ºF
**Hardware needs be updated to generation 3 sensor in the future via Bluetooth™ from cell phone / tablet app
***Pre-installation from tire plant available in Continental and General tires only